Spa

Covers
Feeling social?
Like us on www.facebook/AbgalAus
for tips and hints on maintaining your spa.

What’s covering your spa?
If you’re using just the hard, vinyl wrapped cover
that came with your spa, then chances are, your
spa is losing more heat than it needs to be.
Independent tests have proven our 10mm Spa Foam to
be just as effective as a hard cover, while a hard cover
is 2.5% more effective when used in conjunction with a
solar cover. Of course, for the highest heat retention,
our 20mm Spa Foam offers the best results.
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Scan here with a smart
phone or go to
www.abgal.com.au to
view our comprehensive
spa cover test results.
Australia’s largest manufacturer of premium
pool liners & covers… since 1976!
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Spa Soft Covers
Thermal Spa Foam
The best choice for heat retention.
Made of a high quality, closed-cell thermal foam with
blue embossed finish, these foam covers have been
independently tested, and proven to out perform
many hard covers when it comes to heat retention.
Spa Foam is easily trimmed with scissors or a knife,
and offers excellent insulative properties, preventing
100% of water loss due to evaporation.

Choose 20mm or 10mm thick foam
The 20mm foam performed exceptionallly well during
testing - losing only 8.9o of heat, compared to a
standard hard cover, which lost 9.7o of heat, and also
lost water to evaporation!
Spa Foam is supplied in individual sheets which fit
together and sit on the water. The 10mm sheets
(pictured above) are supplied with hinges for extra
rigidity. These are not necessary for the 20mm
sheets.

Lightweight but durable, it’s easy to see why these
soft, fleece filled PVC covers are quickly gaining
popularity. They are a great alternative to expensive
hard covers - particularly when used in conjunction with
a floating cover. Fully reversible, the covers feature a
black trim, and are grey on one side and beige on the
other - simply flip to suit your preferred colour scheme.
To prevent the cover from sitting in the water and stop
water pooling on top, each cover is supplied with an
inflatable bladder. Covers also feature child resistant,
lockable clips on all sides (pictured above left).

Sizes and shapes to suit most portable spas
With options for an adjustable fit, these soft covers
suit square, rectangular and octagonal shaped spas.

Leafstop for Portable Spas
These practical, polypropylene mesh covers are an
economical way to keep leaves and debris out of
an uncovered spa.
They are also ideal to use in conjunction with
a Thermal Spa Foam or other floating cover to
protect it from leaves, debris and sun damage.

Lets fresh water in, but keeps leaves out
Leafstop covers are made from a high-tech,
blended micro-mesh fabric that allows rain water
through, but keeps leaves out.
The Leafstop’s edge is fitted with eyelets and
supplied standard with bungee cord which is
threaded through, so the cover slips over the top
of the spa like a big shower cap.
Like the Thermal Foam and Spa Soft Covers,
Leafstop Spa covers also have a 12 month
(pro-rata) warranty.

